
Drive Restore is a sprayable surface rejuvenator which allows you to 
quickly and simply restore tired resin bound surfaces to their natural beauty. 

BEFORE AFTER



Completely unique, Drive Restore is a hard-wearing UV-resistant polyurethane (PU) sealer. 

It provides a tough PU layer to restore and extend the life of the surface, whilst maintaining SuDs 
compliance. Drive Restore is quickly and easily spray-applied over the existing resin surface via a 
pressurised canister system.

Typical areas Drive Restore will re-life include: driveways, paths and other large decorative areas.

WHY USE DRIVE 
RESTORE?
• Restores resin bound surfaces to their natural beauty
Most resin bound surfaces lose their glossy appearance over time, with many people, particularly homeowners, complaining of a ‘matted look’. 
In the past, restoring resin surfaces was a costly and lengthy process. You either had the option of using a roller-coat product or reinstalling the 
surface...Until the innovative Drive Restore.
A much more attractive alternative to existing methods, extensive QUV weathering testing and independent trials prove that Drive Restore can re-
life UV and non-UV surfaces for at least two years*2.

• Minimises project costs through spray application
The cost of restoring and/or repairing an undesirable resin bound surface can be considerable, usually due to timely application methods
or the need to replace the existing surface. Drive Restore is the only product on the market that can quickly restore a ‘matted’ resin surface via a 
pressurised canister system.
The spray application keeps project costs to a minimum; it reduces time required on-site and ensures economical even coverage – unlike
a roller-coat product. Drive Restore will cover a surface area of up to 120m². Trials prove that the coverage of Drive Restore is 80% more economi-
cal than that of a traditional roller-coat product*.

• Assists with anti-slip and may help with remedial work
Independent tests prove that Drive Restore has excellent anti-slip properties, which can be enhanced further when applied with crushed glass or  
fine sand.
Drive Restore (A1398) may also help with remedial work for flawed projects upon consultation with The Resin Mill. 

*In comparison to traditional applications/alternatives. *2 Based on QUV testing, which is not subject to all environmental factors. *3 Average coverage per canister. May vary. *4 Full reports available.



Preparation and printing

1. Ensure that the surface is clean and free from contaminants by 
means of brushing and jet washing. It is also recommended that 
weeds and other growths are removed. Drive Restore is a sealer so 
will seal anything it coats.

2. Please note: Drive Restore is a clear sealer and will not hide dis-
coloured areas, such as oil stains and rust, which should be treated 
prior to treatment with Drive Restore.

3. It is essential that the surface being treated is completely dry. You 
should never apply Drive Restore to a damp or wet surface. A gas 
torch may remove moisture. Please ensure that the gas torch
is kept away from Drive Restore  – a  ammable product.

4. Areas adjoining the surface should be masked off to protect from 
inaccurate spraying or over-spray. Vehicles should be removed 
from the spraying vicinity.

Application

1. Do not apply Drive Restore if rain is expected within two hours 
after laying the job. Drive Restore requires this time to develop 
moisture tolerance.

2. Adjust the spray pattern by turning the black valve on the spray-
gun anti-clockwise until you have a spray pattern approximately 
300mm in width.

3. Locate the canister in a suitable position and commence spray-
ing from a distance approximately 150mm (from spray nozzle to 
surface) to reduce overspray.

4. Ensure an even coat of Drive Restore; each 2m length should 
take a minimum of 10 seconds. Each spray pass should overlap the 
previous pass by approximately 50% to achieve the desired coat 
weight and coverage.

5. To increase slip-resistance (if desired), crushed glass or  ne sand 
can be broadcast into the wet surface of Drive Restore during the 
application process.

6. After application, allow a minimum of 2 hours curing before foot 
traf c and 24 hours before vehicular traf c at a temperature of 20°C. 
Colder temperatures can extend cure time. If surface is ‘tack-free’ 
on inspection, foot traf c is permissible.

7. Once Drive Restore has cured, any masking materials can be 
removed and disposed of.

Technical data

UNIQUE
Patent Pending

Up to
120m²

Coverage *3

SAFE
Anti-slip

& ASPEN *4

FAST
Spray 

Application



1. Remove the black cap from 
the canister valve.

2. Attach the braided-hose 
to the canister valve (using 

the small nut). Tighten with a 
spanner.

3. Attach the other end of the 
braided-hose to the spray- gun 
(using the large nut). Tighten 

with a spanner.

4. Using the locking-nut 
provided, attach the spray-tip 
to the end of the spray-gun. 

Carefully tighten the spray-tip 
using a spanner.

5. Fully open the valve on the 
canister.

6. Pull the trigger on the spray- 
gun to apply the product.

7. Adjust the spray pattern by 
turning the black valve on

the spray-gun anti-clockwise 
until you have a spray pattern 
approximately 300m in width. 
Spray onto a test area prior to 

application.

1. Ensure the valve on the 
canister is completely turned 

off before attaching the assem-
bly.

2. Depressurise the line. 
Unscrew the hose from the 
canister valve. Attach the 

assembly to the valve. Ensure 
that the assembly remains 

upright whilst you tighten the 
run on it.

3. Attach the hose to the 
assembly. Ensure that the as-
sembly remains upright whilst 

you tighten the hose.

4. Check the tap on the as-
sembly is off before applying 
the Apollo Cleaning Aerosol.

5. Screw the Apollo Cleaning 
Aerosol into the adaptor. Turn 

the tap on the assembly to 
the ‘on’ position to release the 
Apollo Cleaning Aerosol into 

the hose.

6. Aiming the gun into a waste 
container, apply pressure to 

the trigger on the gun to push 
the Apollo Cleaning Aerosol 

through the hose and gun until 
the product starts to dispense.

7. Keep pressure on the trig-
ger until the hose and gun are 

thoroughly cleaned.

Set up and maintainance 
guidelines 

Flushing guidelines 
(Required if Drive Restore is not to be used for +4 
weeks) 



Depressurising and emptying 
guidelines

1. Transfer the hose and gun 
onto a new canister (if you are 
not using a new canister,  ush 
the hose and gun using the  
ushing system and aerosol).

2. Open the valve on the new 
canister and purge the product 

through the hose and gun.

3. Open the valve at the top of 
the used canister and empty 

any remaining adhesive/primer 
and propellant into a suitable 

container.

4. Ensure the valve remains 
open. Leave for at least 1 

hour.

5. Locate the bursting disk at 
the top of the empty canister.

6. Use a non-ferrous rod and 
mallet to strike the bursting 

disc at its perimeter.

7. Remove the disk, which 
will reveal an aperture. This 
will ensure that the canister 

remains depressurised. Leave 
for 24 hours to allow any resi-

due to dry/cure.

Disposal guidelines
Once the canister is empty of any hazardous materials and depres-
surised, it can be considered as scrap metal, in accordance with the 
national or local waste company under code EWC 150104 (empty 
aerosol,non-hazardous residues). 

Canisters that are still pressurised and contain product should be 
disposed of in accordance with the national or local waste company 
under code EWC 160504 (full or partially empty aerosol). 

Storage
• Do not store with other flammable products in the same 

building
• Always store between 5-25°c
• Always store in a suitable cage
• Maximum storage capacity is approximately 400 kilo of gas or 

80 canisters
• An in-house DSEAR assessment is required to store canisters

Transport 
Drive Restore contains flammable gas. 
The transport symbol shown is featured 
on the packaging.
Transport must be in accordance with the 
current ADR regulations. You should contact 
and provide your transport company with the 
material safety data sheet. 

The Resin Mill has taken care to ensure that the literature is up to date and correct. However it is not intend-
ed to form any part of a guarantee. Please ensure you have read the hazard labels and material safety data 
sheet before using this product.

The Resin Mill ltd, St Pegs Mill, Thornhillbeck Lane, Brighouse HD64AH
www.theresinmill.co.uk

Customer Service / Sales: 01484 400 855
Email: info@theresinmill.co.uk


